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Technical Standards

»Standards are published documents that establish specifications and
procedures designed to maximize the reliability of the materials, 
products, methods, and/or services people use every day. […]
It is only through the use of standards that the requirements of
interconnectivity and interoperability can be assured.«
(IEEE Standards Association, n.D.)



Technical (Industry) Standards in EdTech

Some examples

IEEE Standard for Learning Object Metadata (LOM) (approved by IEEE 
in 2002)
Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM®) (4th ed. 
published by ADL in 2004)
IMS Question & Test Interoperability (QTI) Specification (3rd ed. 
pubished by IMS Global Learning Consortium in 2020)

https://standards.ieee.org/standard/1484_12_1-2020.html
https://adlnet.gov/projects/scorm/
https://www.imsglobal.org/question/index.html


Technical Standards & Imag(inari)es of
Education

ADL and the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (Slosser, 2001)



The Experience API (xAPI)

»The Experience API (or xAPI) is a new specification for learning technology that
makes it possible to collect data about the wide range of experiences a person has
(online and offline). This API captures data in a consistent format about a person
or group’s activities from many technologies. […]« (https://xapi.com/overview/)

https://xapi.com/overview/


The Experience API (xAPI)

»xAPI changes the way we think
about the enterprise learning
ecosystem. It’s been designed with a 
completely different mindset than 
previous learning specifications. 
Learning happens everywhere, not 
just the LMS and often that learning
is self directed by the learner.« 
(https://xapi.com/ecosystem/)

https://xapi.com/ecosystem/


xAPI Statements 101

»At the simplest level, xAPI statement
structure can be expressed in the
form of ›actor verb object‹. 
An example of this sort of statement
is ›Sally experienced ‘Solo Hang 
Gliding‘‹.« 
(https://xapi.com/statements-101/)

{ 
"actor": { 

"name": "Sally Glider",
"mbox": "mailto:sally@example.com" 

}, 
"verb": { 

"id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/experienced", 
"display": { "en-US": "experienced" } 

}, 
"object": { 

"id": "http://example.com/activities/solo-hang-gliding", 
"definition": { 

"name": { "en-US": "Solo Hang Gliding" } 
} 

} 
}

https://xapi.com/statements-101/
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xAPI & its ›Master Narrative‹ (Star & 
Lampland, 2009)
»The structure of ›statements‹ using nouns, verbs and objects lets you record
almost any activity. Think: ›I did this.‹« (https://xapi.com/overview/)

»We based xAPI on Activity Streams* because it’s a brilliant model. By tying
xAPI into another emerging spec there’s huge potential for compatibility and
data that can be pulled in to do greater things.«
(https://xapi.com/blog/tin-can-vs-activity-streams/)

*A specification for the syndication of social web applications recommended
by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)

https://xapi.com/overview/
https://xapi.com/blog/tin-can-vs-activity-streams/


Making Use of xAPI – a Practical Example

Problem of the SCoRe Project

(Source: SCoRe-Docs. 
Screenshot: C. Richter, 2022, 
https://www.score-docs.de)



The Production of Data & the
Operationalization of xAPI

Question Did Tine read/view the assignment?

Definition of
the vocabulary

The verb ›viewed‹ »indicates that the actor has
viewed the object« (Tin Can vocabulary)

Formal 
Specification

»The object has been visible on the screen for
5 seconds« 

Technical 
Implemen-

tation

»Check if (a) a certain part of a website is in the
focus area of a web-browser, if (b) the browser
has view-focus, and if (c) no other application

overlaps the area for 5 seconds«

Teacher might
ask

xAPI requires

Tech. designer
has to

Programmer
has to provide



Questions & Answers on Display

(Source: Learning Locker. Screenshot: C. Richter, 2022, https://learninglocker.score-docs.de)



Questions that Turned Cumbersome to Ask
and Answer
Who has been collaborating with whom?
How did ideas emerge and manifest in different artifacts?
Are there things/ideas that were forgotten along the way? 
How did people respond to and interact with each other?

In sum, xAPI is ill-suited to capture educational processes in which the
proper unit of analysis is an exchange or relation rather than an 
individual action (cf. Baker, 2000).



Some Open Questions

How to account technological objects such as standards as evolving ‚in-
betweens‘ in the digital transformation of schooling?

Are technical standards intermediaries, mediators, agents, or
something else?
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